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The ’84 Olympics: an SJSU affair
By Mike Holm
A few SJSU alumni are referring to next year’s Summer Olympics as a SJSU production. Peter Ueberroth, president of the Los
Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee. agrees.
"I would guess , all tolled,
there’re probably about 25 or 30 San
Jose State graduates involved," the
Class of ’59 grad said, and "three or
four from Delta Upsilon," his frater-

Ueberroth used to own one of the
largest travel companies in the U.S.,
however, he sold the business when
he took the job as the committee’s
president. He said he will be facing
the prospect of unemployment when
the Games are over but hopes something will come up following the
Games.
Who you know can be important.

"I have a prejudice l(mard San
Jose," Ueberroth explained. "The
prejudice is that most of the youngsters who go there don’t have great
economic backgrounds, they are
going there because it offers a wonderful education, economically.
"I’m personally grateful, I went
to San Jose State, and if it weren’t
for the opportunity I just wouldn’t
have gone to college."
Ueberroth sold shoes and had "a
couple of other jobs" while at SJSU.

He got away from Los Angeles
to attend Saturday’s Stanford-SJSU
game and hit a few tailgate parties.
One does not simply ask to run
the Olympic Games. Ueberroth described his route to the job.
"They ( the Organizing Committee) hired a search firm to find
somebody, and they looked through
some 200 candidates," he said. "One
day they came by and asked if I was
interested. I said no.
"I think that separated me from

Lockheed, NASA Three’s a charm
to send telescope
on space shuttle
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By Jeff Barbosa
A highly sophisticated space
telescope may be ready for operation by 1985, said an engineer for
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
Martin Hasha, a senior research
engineer at Lockheed. said the telescope was a joint effort between the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration and Lockheed. He
made his comments Thursday during a meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in the
SJSU Engineering building.
Hasha said the purpose of the
telescope was to "look at the mysteries of the universe.
"If we can learn something
from space that can be applied to
life, then we have done a good
thing," Hasha said. "The telescope
has a lot of support in the science
community in general."
Lockheed has been designing
the telescope for seven years, Hasha
said.
Hasha estimated the project
would cost $750 million. He said that
figure was approximately equivalent to 212 B-1 bombers.
The tetescope will go up with a
NASA space shuttle.
"The space telescope is totally
dependent on the shuttle for launch
and re-entry," Hasha said.
The telescope, which weighs 24,000 pounds, is 45 feet long. It will fit
into the shuttle’s 60 foot cargo bay.

Center
attracts
real men
By Eric Hermstad
The Men’s Center continues to
grow as they apply for funds and
plan their first general board meeting.
Their membership drive and objectives will be covered at the board
meeting, said Rick Spargo, "The
Most Grand Exhalted Poobah."
Spargo described the interest in
the Men’s Center as "really mushrooming, (it’s) a popular thing on
campus."
He hopes for a turnout of more
than 100 people for the meeting
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Student
Union Guadelupe Room.
In an executive meeting Thursday night, the Men’s Center elected
their first female officer when Robin
Carr became "Worthy Scribe." She
will handle the publicity for the
Men’s Center.
"She’s a dynamo and really an
asset to the organization," Spargo
said.
The Men’s Center will appear
before the Associated Students Sitecial Allocations Committee today to
request funds.
They are requesting $1,970, but
what they get "depends on the
amount of money that the A.S. has to
give," said Nate Deaton, "Worthy
Merry -Maker of the Men’s Center."

Hasha said the telescope’s primary mirror is eight feet long and
1,700 pounds.
The telescope is highly magnelied and, therefore, can’t look at a
large amount of space, Hasha said.
It is equipped with outer sensors
that lock on to its target. If the target starts to drift, the sensors relay
a message to the telescope’s controls and it will drift with the target.
Hasha said.
Hasha also discussed the tiles on
the space shuttle. He said Lockheed
makes "virtually all the tiles that go
on the shuttle."
Hasha said Lockheed is trying
to make tiles that are more flexible
and durable.
"The tiles are used on the shuttle to prevent damage from the 2,500
degrees ( temperature) in re-entry,"
he said. "If you rip off all the tiles on
the bottom, the shuttle will burn
Hasha said the shuttle has 33,000
tiles measuring six inches by six
inches. They are computer-coded
because no two are alike.
"They’re pretty stable. I don’t
think any tiles fell off on the last
shuttle," Hasha said.
Hasha told the ASME that SJSU
supplies more employees to Lockheed then any other university. He
said Lockheed hires about 600 employees each year. Ninety percent of
Lockheed’s work involves the Department of Defense, Hasha said.

In their application, Deaton said
the Men’s Center’s purpose is "to
provide social interaction for students at San Jose State not covered
hy other groups and to help define
the role of the male in the Ns."
He said their membership is
"officially listed on the special allocation list as 100," and that they
have about one-third female members.
"I think our chances ( of getting
funds) are pretty good," Robert
Musil said. Musil is the "Worthy
Sergeant at Arms" of the Men’s
Center.
"We are a serious organization
and we are entitled to the same
money as the Women’s Center
gets," Musil said.
He said they have plans for a
dance on Nov. 11, but it depends on
whether they get funds.
"The Men’s Center is doing better than 1 expected," Musil said.

UC regents’ secrecy bill
upsets journalists’ group
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) - A
statewide journalists’ group voted
Thursday to ask Gov. George Deukmejian to veto a bill that would expand subjects on which University
of California Regents may meet in
secret.
The executive committee of the
California Freedom of Information
Committee voted unanimously to
urge a veto of AB550 by Assemblywoman Gwen Moore, D-Los Angeles. The committee includes representatives of working journalists’
groups around California.
Michael Dorais, general manager of the California Newspaper
Publishers Association, told the

committee the bill would reverse an
evolving state policy "making the
University of California accountable
to the public."
The bill would permit Board of
Regents committees to meet in
closed sessions under at least four
conditions, Dora is said.
Under one provision, he said, a
selection committee could meet privately and without notice to interview candidates for university officer posts, including the presidency.
The public and press also could
be barred from nominating committee sessions to consider board off i-

a lot of other people, then I read a
newspaper article that said there
were six finalists, five who were interested and one who wasn’t.
"I assumed it wasn’t me, then I
got another call, and well, your competitive instincts takeover and you
want a chance to do something
that’s important for this country.
"So I took it," he said.
Ueberroth works for the committee, but looks at his position withcontinued on page 8

Kathy Kollinzas
Spartan defensive end TuIi Annul puts presure in Stanford quarterback John Pa ye

during the Spartan’s 2:1-10 victory over the
Sta n ford Cardinal Satin-day at Stanford.

continued on page 8

"It seems like a fun idea. but I
know they’re serious," Krista
Coutts, A.S. director of California
affairs said. "It’s about time we had
a Men’s Center since we have a
Women’s Center," she said.

Taiwanese troupe tones and trips the light terrific
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Liza Murphy
Youths perform with fans, combining the grace of dance with the menace of Kung-fu.

By Jennifer Koss
Oriental music accompanies the undulations of a
rope snaking an arc half the distance of the
gymnasium. Orange-clad figures skip from the
sidelines to jump the rope singly and in pairs, now
faster, now slower, forming and fading in a myriad of
convoluted rope patterns.
Lithe figures leap in and out, up and down in
continuous motion. Movement quickens as more ropes
merge to form gyrations of a rope within a rope within a
rope.
This performance was one of nine events
performed by the Chinese Youths Folk Sports Group of
Taiwan, Republic of China. Thirty youngsters, ranging
in age from 11 to 16, cast a spell that transformed the
SJSU men’s gymnasium into a Shangri-La of grace and
beauty Wednesday night.
In the rope trick’s remarkable climax. 14 girls
formed a synchronized fan of seven swinging ropes, In
the center of the fan, one agile figure jumped both her
rope and their seven ropes with acrobatic ease. The
audience gasped and applauded.
Then the girl leaped clear of the twirling center, the
ropes came to rest and the stunt was over.

In the Kung-fu exhibition, three boys faced three
girls for a theatrical presentation of the art. The girls
feigned ferocity while assuming a variety of Kung-fu
postures and speedily disposed of their male opponents.
One of the older boys did a serious and impressive
Kung -fu study, followed by a smaller boy struggling
mightily to ape his aggression. The fierce expression on
his face contradicted the fragility of a puny form
feistily jabbing at an invisible opponent.
The audience laughed at the incongruity and at the
little guy’s pluck.
A fan dance performed by both boys and girls
combined the grace of dance with the menace of Kung
fu. Delicately painted Chinese fans were alternately
fluttered as lovely decorations and brandished as
brutal weapons. The children’s movements flowed
from dance to battle and back again, following the
motions of their fans.
The production also included a spectacular
demonstration of shuttlecock -kicking ( by-product of
the Chinese soccer game), string -spinning (similar to a
yo-yo game played with string and bamboi» and a
lantern dance. The program was designed to
continued on page 3
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Growing pains
C hildish legislators.
Based on the beha% ior of (.o’.. George Deukmejian and the state Legislature viz. a viz. the
conimunity college tuition issue, it is apparent the representatives ha% e not grown up.
Instead of representing their constituents. partic
ularly students, the state’s leaders are backstabbing
each other and try ing to stay one step ahead of the other
in the game of politics.
.% proposal to charge full-time community college
students flog a year was introduced by Assemblyman
Dominic Cortese, 1)-San Jose. On September IS, the assembly defeated the measure. The vote was 38-35, three
votes shy of the majority.
The bill was supported by Deukmejian. His reasons
were California’s community college system is not adequately financed and charging community college students a fee of $im a year is a small price to pay for an
education.
Democrats led by Assembly Speaker Willie Brown
opposed the measure as a threat to California’s free
education concept.
Although the state Senate and Assembly approved a
$105.5 million increase in community college funding,
Deukmejian vetoed this bill because the tuition measure
could not be decided by the Legislature.
The issue is more a game of which philosophy- will
win without considering the concerns of the students
Deukmejian’s answer to maintaining the high quality. of education at the community college level is charging tuition. Ile is wrong.
Students attend community colleges for several reasons. Many students cannot afford to, and do not want
to, attend a four-year college.
If higher community college fees were charged to
these students, they would be forced to end their education.
Deukmejian should give education a higher priorit,.
in his budget and allocate more funds to maintain the
quality. of education in community colleges.
Brown and other Democrats are trying to make the
governor and the supporters of the measure look like
villains by initiating a tuition bill.
However, without more funds, community colleges
will continue to suffer. Courses are being cancelled and
staff are being laid -off.
But instead of blaming the proponents of the bill for
destroying California’s free education tradition, the opponents should originate alternative fundings bills
which would help support the community. colleges.
Communication is the key to resolving this controversial issue. The state legislature and the governor
should work as a team and discover a solution.
The officials also should meet with administrative,
faculty and student leaders from the community colleges in the stale and get feedback on the tuition issue
and discuss what other forms of funding could be used
to solve this dilemma.
California state Legislators should remember that
they represent the people, and the people want the coolniunity college system to remain free and beneficial to
students.
If the Legislators cannot learn this simple principle
and pass legislation in the people’s best interest, they
should be kept after school by their constituents.
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Deukmejian’s budget policy: Parity or parody?
The rich get richer and the poor get poorer, so the
saying goes.
Nowhere is this more evident than in California,
where newly elected Gov. Deukmejian that backwards
Robin Hood) has turned things ups(dc down.
As everybody knows, the Duke has raised college
tuition for both the California State University and the
University of California systems.
He has also imposed a 150-per-semester fee on the
state’s 106 community colleges. The move has already

Ii

Unlyersity Community

Most recently, he has signed legislation that will
give future California governors a big, fat raise.
What gives the governor this right to disregard the
needs of students while lining his own pockets (assuming he’s re-elected)?
It’s called politics.
Duke was elected on the platform that he would not
allow a general tax increase while erasing the state’s
huge billion-dollar deficit.
He hasn’t.
People in California don’t like taxes. Remember
Proposition 13?
An obvious target is secondary education.
College students represent one of the smallest minorities in the state.
He justified the raising of fees and tuition by saying
that California ranks sixth in the nation in the amount of
funds given to colleges.
He used the same reasoning in giving himself the
fat, juicy raise ( again, assuming he is re-elected).
The governor currently makes $49,100 a year, which
is 36th among U.S. governors.
Therefore, it was essential to raise that "puny" sum
to around 175,000. Granted, there are 35 men across the
country making more than "Poor Duke," however, ten

of them make less than $52,000.
Now few would argue with a $5,000 raise, or maybe
even a 110,000 raise. Under the existing circumstances.
however, how can Duke justify a $26,000 hike in pay?
That would pay for a lot of fees and tuition.
But let’s give the Duke a break. After all, he’s a
Californian and so are we. So instead of giving him a bad
time, let’s help him out.
With that goal in mind, I’ve compiled the following
list if statistics:
A) San Bernardino County is the largest county in
the United States. But it’s in California. According to
Deukma logical formula, that cannot be.
Solution: Let’s give the county back to the Indians
so Duke can charge them fees for living there.
B) Death Valley is the lowest point on the continental United States. But it is in California.
Solution: Duke and members of his staff should
each be given shovels and about 20 trillion tons of dirt
and gravel in order to level that big hole off.
C) California has the most votes in the electoral
college 45. We cannot have this.
Solution: Change the electoral college to The California State University of Electoral and then charge all
of the delegates tuition.

I’ll do it
tomorrow
"Goforth and procrastinate.- from a gospel that will be written, uh, some
time
An excuse, an excuse, my kingdom for an excuse
from Willie Fakemirror’s "We Don’t Like It
or We will, we will. . . honest
Never do today what you condo tomorrow.- I don’t care who said it, do you?
Today we celebrate procrastination.
YEA. RAH. RAH. SIS BOOM BAH. YEA.
Two, four, six, eight, why don’t we procrastinate!
Procrastinate, procrastinate, we think it’s
great!
Thanks, guys and gals. Go put away your bullhorns and pick up your school books.
And that doesn’t mean you take them to the Pub
to study. Many a flunkie has mistaken the Pub for
the study hall. One drink does not "get the juices
flowing" and prepare you for academic endeavors
as many men and women at the bar will tell you.
However, it has been my experience that a drink
or eight at the Pub, or some other institution of
Higher Drinking, will get the "juiced, flowing." In
other words, you won’t get to the head of the class.
but you will get to the head.
Still, drinking is just one way to practice procrastination, as any student knows. It’s not how you
do it. it’s why you do it.
I’m only speaking for myself, but I know of sere
ral common occurrences that will incite procrastination. They are: a test, a PG&E bill, a letter home, a
reading assignment in any G.E. course, or just
today, a column to write.
Here’s how it works for me.
If I have a test in a month, I don’t even knink
about it. At the two-week mark, I’m reading the assignments for a month back. At two days, I here
about the test because my Pub buddies "are busy."
At the two hour mark, I’m still in bed. (For argument’s sake, we’ll assume this is an afternoon class
At the 30-minute mark, it’s, "Oh, nir*, I’ve got a
test today."
I leap out of bed, grab some coffee, yesterday’s
clothes, and the notes for the wrong class. I red-line
it to class. Imagine the exhilaration. People spend
thousands on cocaine to feel this way.
The beauty of procrastination is that it can he
practiced in groups or alone, outside or inside, in all
countries, and in all languages at all times. Often
this much versatility isn’t necessary for the individual, but it’s nice to know that it’s available if your
miles away from school and months away from
study, but you still feel the need to procrastinate.
Few endeavors are so versatile.
I’ve never met anybody I liked who bugged me
about procrastination. The only people I’ve found
who condemn me for it are people who want something from me bosses, professors, editors and bill
collectors. All these people are establishment any
way, so who needs them.
Those of us with a proclivity for postponement
are part of a grand tradition. Many great people
have risen above this most pleasantly mundane ot
vices to greatness.
Hight off, I can think of the great painter Salvador Daily who will one day finish his painting and
prove to the world that he is as talented as he is lazy.
I’ll think of more of them later.
Craig Carter is the Daily’s feature editor. His
column appears every Monday and Thursday.

The Forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’
comments on any topic. The wiewpioints expressed in opinion
articles are those of the author. Editorials appearing on this page
are the opinion of the Spartan Daily.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Stop lax in the judicial system;
eye for an eye and life for a life
Editor:
Recently, a very kind and warmhearted person was
brutally killed in an auto accident in San Jose. Melissa
Crosby, an interperter for the deaf at SJSU and Ohlone
College was allegedly murdered by a drunken driver
named Victor Frea.
Accidents like this happen much too often within
this country, but it was the appalling circumstances
surrounding the incident that shocks me the most.
First of all. I would like to address my foremost
concern in this case: The amazing level of incompetence with which today’s modern judicial system operates.
Frea had previously been arrested, jailed and fined
a total of three times for drunk driving alone!
Due to an error at the county jail, his last arrest was
not brought to the attention of the court within the legal
statutory time allotment to be heard.
Unfortunately for Melissa Crosby, a lack of communication between the court and the jail sent Frea scurryout
of jail a free (and later drunken) man.
ing
Well knowing his previous disposition with the law,
Frea, being either a social degenerate or a very sick
psychological case, decided to get drunk again and
tempt fate in his car.

Bloom County
As you can see, Bloom County does not appear
today. We apologize. Unfortunately, mail deadlines and
paper deadlines have not yet coincided.
We’re as disappointed as you, and we plan to bring
Opus, Milo, Binkly, Yaz Pistachio, Cutter John, Steve
Dallas, and others back as soon as possible.

The result of his fourth and most recent arrest ,i,as
the death of young Crosby.
My position stands as follows: Frea knew of the
possible consequences of his drunken condition and had
been reprimanded several times by the court. He continued on his destructive way, disregarding all possible
legal and moral obligations. Doesn’t this in fact constitute premeditated murder (as opposed to manslaughter)?
Because he knew the possibility of getting in a serious accident was beyor.d a reasonable doubt, he had
been presumably trained in Drunk Driver Education,
shouldn’t he be liable for the death of Crosby outright?
And through analysis of his past legal history.
hasn’t he demonstrated a loss of civic and social functioning, thus making him a felonious detriment to the
society?
If so, then Frea should face much more than just the
probable two to four years in prison he is likely to get
from the lax judicial system.
Just as any rabid, death threatening dog, he should
be humanely put out of his misery, thus eliminating
another mad, dangerous and vicious criminal from our
city.
As has been the standard for most cultures, past to
present, the code of Ham murabi stated: " . . . an eye for
an eye, a tooth for a tooth, and a life for a life."
Don’t allow our weakened judicial system to corrupt
justice anymore. Make the odds more even for citizens
so once and for all criminals of this sort will fear the
crime in which they so readily engage.
Don’t let our society crumble into decadence, urge
the lawmakers to stand strong and stop the barbaric
murdering of innocent people.
If we wanted such barbarism, we can go live in
Russia and shoot down civilian planes for fun. But not
here in America, please!
Name held by request

Cushman drivers have a right
to drive on the defense
Editor:
(Regarding Eric Gill’s opinion in Sept. 23 issue of
the Daily)
I’m surprised you have nothing better to do than sit
around looking for little yellow carts.
If you want to do your paper and the campus some
good, find out why we race all over the campus and print
that,
I think your theories stink.
We all have licenses plus certificates for defensive driving.
...You do not get your license suspended for killing
editors.
...We are not taking orders from anyone, we have no
administrators.
-We love students.
...After working around journalism for eight years,
I don’t want to grow anymore.
Reggie Dennis
Plant Operation’.
plumber

’Flip-flop’ reporting better than
no reports at all
Editor:
I am more than slightly perturbed at the misinformation printed in your Friday Sept. 16 issue concerning
the absence of water the following day.
The contradiction between the headline "Dorms
will go without water" and the article assurance of "the
only building not affected by the shut-off will he . . .
( the) dormitories," left a bad taste in my mouth which I
was not able to remove the following morning due to the
fact I was not able to brush my teeth.
I understand the need for the water shutoff, but fail

to understand the need to keep the students in the dark
as well as dry.
I (one of many) was not informed of the shutoff by
my resident adviser and except for the flip-flop reporting in your tabloid, I would not even be able to be confused about the subject.
Now, don’t get me wrong, I do not hold my resident
adviser responsible for the lack of information.
It’s hard to justify being angry at someone who was
assured by Plant Operations that the dormitories would
not be affected, and was off and would return at 2 p.m.
We’re taking up a collection to buy the Plant Operations manager a new watch as the promised water returned at 3 p.m.
Finally, to our new housing director, someone who
has finally taken a stand on dorm ( perish the thought
drinking and has showed us his best end.
Paul McPantl,uiiil
Administration of Justice
j ii ii ii ii

Ripped shirts aren’t offensive,
Neanderthal views are
Editor :
I suppose one should commend Dean Kahl for his
"fashion" opinion of Sept. 22 after all it is quite the
uninhibited person who can openly discuss his masturbatory fantasies.
Seriously. Kahl’s editorial was completely offensive: his belief that the victim is responsible for provoking the assault indicates that he is not quite as far along
the evolutionary scale as most.
With your Neanderthal views, Dean, is it any wonder ytu have trouble getting a date?
Seriously worried about you kids,
Jim Goulding
Theater Arts
senior

Y’s tmo
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Children
win kudos
and friends
continued from page 1
he representative of the games Chinese
children practice.
"We ( Taiwan ) have acrobats." said
company director Dr. Paul Chao. "but we
wanted a different kind of thing. This is
unique."
The children are winding up a threeweek tour of the United States that began
with the international Children’s Festival
in Wolf Trap, Va. They performed two
shows for the festival Sept. 3 and 4 that
drew 3,000 spectators each and won them
the championship for the third year in a
row.
"They placed first out of at least 30
countries" participating in the festival.
said company director Dr. Paul -Chao.
Members of the troupe were chosen
from Taiwan junior high and elementary
schools and are the champions of the
Chinese Children Folk Sports tryouts.
Chao said. This is the troupe’s third visit to
the U.S. and the third time they’ve won the
international competition.
They were first invited to the U.S. by
the American Association for Physical
Education. Recreation and Dancing in
1981, Director Chao said, and they performed in Minnesota for thousands of
physical education professors.
"After they ( the professors) saw the
show, they were very excited," he said.
At the 1983 festival, Chao said the
crowds doubled in size when time for the
Chinese youths’ pert omance drew near.
"Next year, we’re going to send them
to take part in the Olympics," Chao said.

"They ( the Olympic Committee) have already promised to reserve a spot for us."
"Most of the girls have more than
three years experience in dancing," said
program director Ms. Huei-Mei Hsu, but
added that the children, both boys and
girls. have only one month of professional
training prior to the festival.
Each year. new members are chosen
to join the best of the veterans. Usually,
half of the original troupe is retained.
On their tour this year, the troupe has
performed in Washington, D.C., Ohio,
Maine, Rhode Island and Disneyworld,
Fla. After the Disneyworld performance,
the children returned the next day to sample the fun side of the fantasyland. .
The day of the troupe’s SJSU performance. Sept. 21, coincided with the
Chinese Moon Festival, Aug. 15 on the
Chinese calendar. The Moon Festival originated centuries ago when revolutionaries
passed messages through notes concealed
in moon cakes, said Lily Wong, an employee of the Republic of China Cultural
Service in San Francisco. The festival was
created as a remembrance of these
heroes, she said.
Similar in importance to Chinese as
Christmas is to Americans, the day
brought homesickness to the youthful
members of the folk sports troupe.
"The day means family get-togethers," Wong said, "and this is the first time
many of the children have been away from
home on that holiday."
However, Wong said the children were
treated to moon ’cakes and consoled by the

Fact they’ll be leaving (or Taiwan on Friday.
Only about 250 spectators showed up
for the SJSU performance, and sponsor
Phil Persky, SJSU international student
advisor, expressed disappointment for the
poor showing. Most members of the audience were Chinese, but announcements
were spoken in both Chinese and English.
Those that were there expressed appreciation for the exhibit with frequent
applause and intakes of breath.
The shuttlecock exhibition was an
exercise in precision. Composed of a piece
of metal and some feathers, the shuttlecock is bounced on feet. legs, knees, heads
and shoulders.
Boys and girls demonstrated the art
form by kicking the shuttlecocks right and
every
left, up and down and sideways
which way imaginable. They kicked them
with one foot, both feet, singly and in
pairs, sometimes 15 feet info the air, landing them on their foreheads and only rarely dropping one.
To end the demonstrations of dexterity, the children marched the wheel -drum
parade. This parade is a Chinese ceremony to give thanks to gods during harvest time, Men, women and children follow the wheel -drum with gongs and drums

in a loud expression of gaiety and cheer.
Arrayed in an assortment of colorful
costumes, the children looked like a
brightly hued rainbow as they danced the
wheel -drum parade.
Dragon heads
bobbed, fans opened and closed, and
masks peered vacantly at the audience as
the parade wound its way across the gymnasium floor.
Announcer of the program, group secretary Wen-Liou Hsu, said the wheel -drum
parade is danced by the children "to express our joy and appreciation for your
warm reception and we hope our
friendship will last forever."
These same sentiments were expressed prior to the program with the
group’s presentation of a lovely, five-foot
wide Chinese fan to Phil Persky, accepting on behalf of SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
"May this mutual understanding and
strong relationship between two countries
be strengthened by what we are doing
here today," said Ding-yih Liu, director of
China Cultural Services.
One thing that will surely be sirenthened is the muscular make-up of the
participants. Said sponsor Phil Persky,
"They never jumped rope like that in my
neighborhood."
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Clockwise from upper left: one kid sees
between the lines; a
demonstration
of
string spinning; the
magic lantern dance;
and the multi -hued
- w heel drum parade.
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Bishops to discuss sin

Stretch

Catholics will try to set record straight on ’woes’
, In classical Christian thought, the
woes of the world and of the people in it stem
from a single, pervasive and underlying condition -an ailment called "sin."
That deep-rooted blight, with all its ramifications, mystery and counter-forces, is the
focus for extensive deliberations, starting at
the Vatican Sept. 29, of representatives of the
world’s Roman Catholic bishops.
"The fundamental cause of all divisions in
men’s souls and their societies is sin, or the evil
t hat man does freely before God," says a 49page study document for the sixth general
Synod of Bishops.
It has met every three years since being
established in 1965 at the close of the Second
Vatican Council to advise the pope.
The onset of sin, as portrayed in the Book of
Genesis, was when the first man, Adam, sought
In seize full control, be God himself, and decide
his own rules.
That egocentric, domineering impulse - to
regard self as the utmost - is seen at the core

of every tyranny, every heedless oppression,
cruelty, conflict, crime and greed, every selfish
injustice and deprivation, both in social systems and personal strife.
While various explanations - psychological, sociological, economic and political - are
given for the "hostilities, disorders and unjust
structures," the "root cause is sinfulness."
says Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago, a
U.S. delegate to the synod.
Encouraging and helping people to respond
to it, he said, is the church’s mission.
But an obstacle to it cited by Bernardin and
by numerous other church scholars, as well as
by some psychiatrists, is that many people
have lost any sense of sin.
As psychiatrist Karl Minninger states in his
book "Whatever Happened to Sin?" the term
has virtually disappeared, but he stiles that it
remains a fact of the human condition and must
be recognized to cope with it.
He states that reaffirmation of the concept
of "sin" and of personal responsibility for it is

"the only hopeful view," since it implies the
possiblity of repenting and correcting wrongdoing.
Pope John Paul II. talking earlier about the
synod, said reconciliation of humanity with God
necessitates reviving a greater "sense of God"
and his commandments and standards for life.
This means "reviving a sense of sin among
our people," he said.
If it’s not acknowledged by individuals or
the societies they form, church thinkers point
out there’s no inclination to repent, accept to be
reconciled by God and seek a better way.
Roman Catholicism teaches that personal
confession, now called the "Rite of Reconciliation," is necessary for people who have committed grave sin, but the practice has fallen off
drastically.
This is another problem for the synod,
which is expected to last through most of October and involve about 200 bishops from around
the world, most of them elected by their national conferences.

ABC football scores in ratings

Dean McCloskey
Shelly Brooks and Kellye Dodd
Emma Huckabay (top),
perform in the Movement Exhibition at Art Gallery 3 Friday.

LOS ANGELES CAP)
- Monday night football is
back, and the opening
game helped ABC score
first place in the Nielsen
ratings for the week ended
Sept. 11.
The kickoff game Dallas defeated Washington,
31-30) was the highestrated program of the week.
ABC also had "The Love
Boat" in fifth place for two
programs in the Top 10.
NBC, last week’s winner, was third despite four
shows in the Top 10. The
premiere of its new corn -

Volunteers needed for study
anxiety drugs to be researched
IRVINE (API - Are you nervous, jumpy and tense for no particular reason? Do you dread everyday
tasks ... your stomach churning,
heart pounding and palms sweating
because you’re afraid of life in general?
.
UC Irvine researchers want you
and 19 more worry-warts just like
you.
Researchers are looking for 20
volunteers who have no particular

phobias, but are plagued by pervasive dread, worry and fear. Volunteers will be hooked to a machine that
measures the effect of tranquilizers
on their brains.
The study, the first at UCI’s new
brain -imaging facility, should tell
scientists what brain regions are affected by drugs used to treat anxiety.
Researchers say the findings
could help them develop a drug that
more precisely targets the area of the

brain that makes us anxious.
"These results may help us develop safer and more effective treatments" for anxiety disorders, said
Dr. Monte Buschbaum, a professor of
psychiatry who heads the study. It is
scheduled to begin in mid-October.
Between two percent and four
percent of the U.S. population suffers
from some kind of general anxiety
disorder, Buschbaum said.

On This Date
AP) - Today is Monday, Sept. 26, the 269th day
of 1983. There are 96 days
left in the year.
Today’s
history:

highlight

in

On Sept. 26, 1955, following word that President
Dwight Eisenhower had
suffered a heart attack, the
New York Stock Exchange
registered its worst price
break since 1929.
On this date:
In 1777, the British captured Philadelphia after a
10-day siege.
In 1928, 23 nations
signed the Kellogg-Briand
Pact, which outlawed war
as a means of settling international disputes.
In 1960, the first of four
televised debates between
candidates
presidential
Richard Nixon and John
Kennedy was held in Chicago.
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Ten years ago: PresiNixon’s
Richard
dent
speech writer and political
consultant, Patrick Buchanan, told the Senate
Watergate Committee he
had urged a White House
strategy session to undercut Edmund Muskie and
boost George McGovern in
the 1972 Democratic presidential primaries.

And. in 1977, Britain’s
Laker Airways began bargain flights between London and New York, triggering fare cuts by other
airlines.
Thought for today:
"There is no grief which
time does not lessen and
soften." - Cicero, Roman
scholar )106-43

Today’s birthdays: Actress Julie London is 57.
Singer Olivia Newton-John
is 35. Actress Melissa Sue
Anderson is 21.
One year ago: Eight
hundred
U.S.
Marines
being returned to Beirut
remained off shore because Israeli troops delayed their departure from
Lebanon until Sept . 29.
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edy, "We’ve Got It Made,"
was the second highest rated show, and another
comedy, "Cheers," finished 8th.
CBS took second with
four shows in the Top to.
ABC had a network average of 15.1 in the AC.
Nielsen Co. survey. CBS
averaged 14.1 and NBC
garnered 11.7.
say
networks
The
those numbers mean that
in an average prime-time
minute, 15.1 percent of the
TV watchers surveyed
were tuned to ABC.
The official opening of
the fall season isn’t until
Monday, Sept. 26, but several series are getting advance exposure.
"We’ve Got It Made"
- about two young bachelors who hire a beautiful
blonde live-in maid - and
football were the only original programming in the
Top 10. The rest was reruns.

ABC’s 90-minute preview of its new drama
"Lottery" was No. 14. The
show, in the manner of
"The Millionaire." is about
people who suddenly come
into a large sum of money.
ABC’s "Two Marriages"
ranked 44th.
The Nielsen Co. said
the number of television
households increased over
the week to 83.8 million
from 83.3 million, meaning
one ratings point now
equals 838,000 homes.
movie
The
NBC
"Golden Girl " was the
lowest-rated show of the
week. The other low draws: NBC’s "The Powers of Matthew Star," and
CBS’ "Archie Bunker’s
Place," Walt Disney’s
"The Omega Connection"
and Gloria."
"The CBS Evening
News" was the top evening
news show with a rating of
11.3. ABC garnered 9.3;
NBC took third at 9.1.

Here are the week’s
Top 20 programs:

1. NFL Football, Dallas vs. Washington, ABC,
22.2 percent or 16.6 million
households.
2. "We’ve Got It
Made," NBC, 19.5 or 16.3
million.
3. Movie-An Love With
an Older Woman," CBS,
19.2 or 16.0 million.
4. "Knight Rider,"
NBC, 18.2 or 15.2 million.
5. "The Love Boat,"
ABC, 17.7 or14.8 million.
6. "The Jeffersons,"
CBS. 17.6 or 14.7 million.
7. "Hill Street Blues,"
NBC. 17.3 or 14.4 million.
8. "Cheers," NBC, 17.1
or 14.3 million.
9. "One Day at a
Time." CBS. 17.0 or 14.2
million.

10. "Simon & Simon,"
CBS, 16.0 or 13.9 million.
11. Tie-"Three’s Company." ABC. 16.5 or 13.8
million.
II. "Magnum, P.I.,"
CBS, 16 5 or 13.8 million.
13. "Matt Houston,"
ABC. 16.1 or 13.4 million.
14. "Lottery,"
15.7 or 13.1 million.

15. "Private Benjamin," CBS, 15.5 or 12.98
million.
16. "Hart to Hart,"
ABC, 15.4 or 12.90 million.
17. "Facts of Life,"
NBC. 15.1 or 12.6 million.
17.
Tie-"Goodnight,
Beantown," CBS, 15.1 or
12.6 million.
19.
Movie-"Airport
’77," ABC, 15.0 or 12.5 million.
Tie-"Newhart,"
19.
CBS, 15.0 or 12.5 million.

Economics 101:
Get your
Student Loan
from
Great Western.
Great Western Savings
now offers California Guaranteed
Student Loans for as much as
$2,500 a year, and even $5,000 for
graduate study.
Our Guaranteed Student
Loans come with guaranteed service. When you apply, you get an
answer within thirty days. And
you get your money fast, because
Great Western is a major California
lender.
The low interest rates mean
monthly payments will be comfortable, even during the first few
years after school. You can pay
nothing while you’re in school,
and there is even a grace period

when you graduate.
Great Western lends to California residents and nonresidents,
as long as the school is in California. Freshmen and half-time students are also eligible. You can
even get a loan from Great Western
if you already have a Student Loan
from another lender.
The lesson is simple: apply for
a loan through Great Western. Just
fill out the form at your Financial
Aid Office and send the application
to this address:
Great Western Savings
Student Loan Department
P.O. Box 1050
Northridge, California 91328

GREAT WESTERN SAVINGS
\ Fedenil Savings and I
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By Pat Sangimino
Every time SJSU running back Art King steps on the
football field, its a David against Goliath struggle.
Only 5-foot -7, 165 pounds, he is dwarfed by just about
everyone on the gridiron, with the possible exception of
the kickers. But that doesn’t seem to stop him.
In Saturday’s 23-10 win over Stanford. the third in a
row, in front of 68,201 fans at Stanford Stadium, King was
a catalyst in the Spartan offense. He ran the ball six times
for 59 yards and caught six passes for an additional 53
yards.
"We put in a lot of new plays at practice this week for
this game." King said. "A lot of the new plays were deiigned for me."
One of those plays was a reverse specialized for King.
It was a misdirection play where quarterback Jon Carlson faked the handoff to tailback Bobby Johnson and
handed it to King, the slotback, coming around.
The play worked so well, in fact, that the Spartans ran
variations of it all day. Hand it off to Johnson and fake to
King .. . fake to both and throw the ball
it kept the
Cardinal off balance the whole game.
"We wanted to run the misdirection inside reverse
early to show that we would go away from our strength
(passing the ball) and it was real effective for us." head
coach Jack Elway said. "In fact I’d say that it set up our
passing game."
So if the play was so successful, why did Elway pull it
out of the attic this week instead of three weeks two when
the season began?
"You can only show so much early ( in the season)
and give us so much to learn," Carlson said. "Coach
Elway takes it slow with us because we are basically a
young group with a lot of green J.C. players, so it takes a
while to learn an offense."
Carlson rebounded from his poor showing against
California last week by completing 20-of-33 passes for 211
yards and two touchdowns. But it was the running game
that was most impressive. The Spartans piled up 22)
yards on the ground paced by Johnson’s career -high i
yards.
"My shoulder feels a lot better now." Johnson said.
"After last week’s game, the coaches were pointing out to
ine that I was holding up when I was approaching contact.
so this week I concentrated on working and keeping my
legs driving."
The Spartans received a 10-yard advantage before
the game even started because the Stanford band disrupted the schedule of the game. The band did not leave
the field in time for the scheduled kickoff time, so Phillippe Rebboah kicked off from the 50-yard line. Stanford
started in a hole from the very beginning.
After holding the Cardinal on four downs, the Spartans took over at their own 40-yard line. Eight plays and
60 yards later. Carlson hooked up with King. who was
open in the middle for a 15-yard touchdown to make it 7-0.
The key play in the drive was the inside reverse to
King off right tackle for 35 yards, moving the ball down to
the 14-yard line. However, one play earlier Elway made
his first gamble of the day by playing on fourth -and inches from the 49-yard line. Carlson took the quarterback sneak for the first down.
"The play was designed for the hole to be off the right
tackle and it worked beautifully," King said of the reverse. "I don’t think Stanford was expecting it."
Stanford took the ensuing kickoff in horrible field

Spartan receiv er Keith :11 c Dona Id knocks an a pparent interception out of the hands of Stanford sa fety Vaughn
Williams in second quarter action. The SJSU offense dominated the game.

Kathy Kollinzas

Paye made the most of his opportunity by throwing
position again and immediately gave the ball back to the
Spartans. Quarterback Steve Cottrell was under pressure for 353 yards and a touchdown. But he was also the victim
from a heavy Spartan rush and threw it into the arms of of three SJSU interceptions.
Sherman Cocroft. Cottrell lasted only three series before
giving way to freshman John Paye.
On Paye’s first series, he led the Cardinal offense
"Steve Cottrell wasn’t really on target early." Stan- down to the 26-yard line with a selection of roll -out and
ford coach Paul Wiggin said. "Si) we decided to give John drop-back pass plays, but on third -and -seven from the 26Paye a chance."
yard line, he rolled out to his left after being chased out of
the pocket by linebacker Mike Maurer.

Graphics Assistants Needed
INPUT, a market research firm has openings available thru
Dec. 2. for full or part-time graphics assistants to do line
work, bar charts. tables and graphs for technical reports
Good typing skills required. Call Jan McDaniel. Personnel
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The Spartan middle linebacker stripped the ball
loose, but Paye picked up the ball on a bounce and tried to
throw it to Mike Tolliver in the endzone. Frank Witherspoon intercepted the ball at the goal line for SJSU.
"I just happened to be in the right place at the right
time,- Witherspoon said. "I owe a lot of the credit to
Sherman Cocroft. He’s taught me a lot."
Following Witherspoon’s interception, Carlson
moved the Spartans 88 yards to their second touchdown.
on second-and-seven from the 45-yard line, Carlson con continued on page 6
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New group of coaches instrumental in SJSU’s top 20 ranking
By Pat Sangimino
SJSU may not be the most well-known college in the
nation, but the National Football League scouts sure
know who the Spartans are.
There are currently 13 former Spartans on NFL rosters, ranking SJSU in the top 20 for colleges with the most
football players in the pros.
The success of a college football program is usually
determined by its won-loss record year after year. However, just as important is how well it prepares its athletes

Former SJSU coach Darryl Rogers
for the future.
According to National Football League records, the
five schools with the most active players on rosters are
Southern California ( 441, Penn Slate ( 411, UCLA ( 29),
Texas 128) and a tie for fifth between Arizona State and
Michigan with 27 each.
The NFL scouts were not always beating a path to
SJSU. Prior to 1973. when Darryl Rogers now the head
coach at Arizona State) took over the Spartan loothall
program. SJSU was the doormat of the an ly (wined
Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
Undel the coaching of Harry Anderson )1965-68 ). Joe
McMullen 11969-701 and Dewey King ( 1970-72) the Spartans had not enjoyed a winning season, with the exception
at a 5-5-1 record in 1971.
Because of this. not many Spartans ever made it to
the National Football League. After all, most teams
would rather draft a player with a winning tradition than
someone who spent four years in college and won just four
games.
"When he ( Rogers ) got there (SJSU)," explained
Denver Bronco cornerback Louie Wright. "he started to
turn the program around. It was very bleak before that.
NFL."
You’d rarely see anyone from San Jose State in

Wright. who came to SJSU on a track scholarship.
was a member of Rogers’ first team in 1973. He recalled
that it was a big accomplishment for the Spartans to
finish 5-4-2, but in his senior year. the squad bettered that
by enjoying an 8-3-1 year.
"Coach Rogers was a great man and I loved him,"
Wright said. "He knew how to get the most out of his
players."
Times have definitely changed from the days of
agony for the Spartans. After Rogers left in 1975, Lynn
Stiles and present coach Jack Elway continued the winning tradition at SJSU. The Spartans have had only one
losing season 1977, a 4-7 record in that time.
And naturally a winning team opens the eyes of NFL
scouts. In the last eight years, there have been six Spartans picked in the first round of the NFL draft.
In 1975, Wright was Denver’s first pick. In 1977, two
Spartans defensive linemen Kim Bokamper and Wilson
Faumuina were drafted by Miami and Atlanta. respectively.
The Spartans have had a player drafted in the first
round in each of the past three years. In 1981, receiver
Mark Nichols was the Detroit Lions’ first selection, in 1982
the Denver Broncos picked Gerald Willhite, the most prolific runner in SJSU history, and last April, defensive
back Gill Byrd was drafted by the San Diego Chargers
and is now the starting left cornerback.
"There was a lot of pressure being a number one
draft choice," Willhite said. "People expected a lot out of
me, but now the pressure is off me and on John Elway
Denver’s prized rookie quarterback)."
The PCAA has always been known as an offensive
league with the main weapon being the pass. With the
NFL trend changing to pass-oriented offenses, a running
back who can catch or a defensive back who can play oneon-one coverage is a great asset.
Willhite had his choice of playing for any college in
the country after earning junior college All -America honors at American River College near Sacramento.
"I wanted to stay close to home." he said. "But the
main reason I chose San Jose State was because it was an
offensive team. It was a good team and I was highlighted
in the offense."
The same can be said of Jewerl Thomas of the Kansas
City Chiefs. Thomas started his college career at UCLA
under Dick Vermeil. However, after a year of sitting on
the bench, he became discontent and transferred to SJSU.
"Coach Stiles I then coaching in his first season at
SJSU ) was the former assistant coach at UCLA and I like
him," Thomas said. "Although I wasn’t playing in the
Pac-8 (Pac-10 now anymore ( but we still played three
Pac-8 games a year ), the competition was still good and I
got a chance to show my abilities."
Show his abilities is what Thomas did. He is the number five rusher in Spartan history with 1,576 yards. His 859
yards in 1979 is the sixth best single-season effort by a
Spartan running back.
"We passed the ball a lot and ran a lot of pro sets and
one-back sets," Thomas said. "It wasn’t just a straight
pass or run like say an Oklahoma or Alabama."
Quarterbacks have also enjoyed success at SJSU
Two of them Steve DeBerg of Denver and Ed Luther ot
San Diego are currently backups. DeBerg, playing
behind John Elway, had to come in late in the Broncos’
first two games to pull out victories, while Luther’s play-

ing time is limited because of superstar signal caller Dan
Fouts.
But Luther, in his brief playing time, has proven that
he is a qualified NFL quarterback. He attributes much of
his success to his experiences at SJSU.
"It was a great football program especially offensively," Luther said. "I was very fortunate to have some
great coaches and players around me like Jewerl Thomas
and Stacey Bailey."
Luther also had some talent. He ranks second on the
all-time Spartan passing list. From 1976-79 he completed
600 ot 1.118 attempts for 7,130 yards and 47 touchdowns.
Luther and DeBerg had to have some receivers to
throw to. Detroit’s Nichols and Stacey Bailey of the Atlanta Falcons have carried on the great tradition of fine
wide receivers at SJSU.
Bailey ranks as the most prolific pass reciever in
Spartan history. In three years, he caught 124 passes for
2,231 yards and 13 touchdowns. Meanwhile. Nichols is the
fourth highest yardage total reciever with 1.267 yards on
an average of 26.4 yards per recepjust 48 receptions
tions.
Defensive back in the PCAA is a position not everyone
can handle. The ball is thrown often and only the most
cocopetent cornerman will survive. Wright pointed out
that playing in the PCAA helped prepare him for the NFL.
"We played a lot of one-on-one coverages and most
defensive backs don’t play a lot of pass coverages in college," the three-time Pro Bowl performer said. "Competition wasn’t like the Pac-10, but I got a lot of passes
thrown at me and that prepared me for the NFL "

Three plays later. Carlson hit King for 17 yards to
move the ball down to the
10-yard line. King got the
ball down to the one-yard
line with a misdirection
handoff from Carlson on
the right side for nine
yards.
Fullback Dave Criswell capped off the nine play drive with a one-yard
plunge into the endzone.
Rebboah’s extra point
made the score 14-0.
Rebboah added a 22yard field goal with 4:59 remaining in the first half to
make the score 17-0. The
field goal was set up by
Paye’s second interception
this one to Charles Clinton.
But Paye wasn’t ready
to sit on the ball and end
the first half. In fact, had it
not been for Witherspoon,
Stanford would have been
on the scoreboard on the
last play of the half.

WIrror

With I( rim seconds remaining in the first half,
Paye threw deep into the
endzone tor Emile Harry,
hut Witherspoon reached
up at the last minute and
made a great effort to
knock the ball away.
"I knew that when they
wanted to go deep. Harry
was usually the man they
go to," Witherspoon said.
-So when I saw him line up
on my side. I just smiled.
"He’s their money
man and the ball was
thrown behind me. I knew I
could have intercepted it.
but I didn’t warn to get
called for interference."
The Cardinal missed
another chance to score
early in the third quarter
when kicker Mark Harmon
missed a 26-yard field goal
attempt. But the place
kicker redeemed himself
on Stanford’s next series
after Paye drove the Cardinal offense down the field.
This time his 32-yard field
goal was good and the
score was 17-3 with 3:43 remaining in the third quarter,
SJSU scored its final

touchdown of the game
when Carlson hit tight end
Carl Sullivan on a fouryard touchdown pass. The
play was set up by a 31 yard run by Johnson in
which Carlson faked a reverse to King.
"I knew we would run
the reverse a lot today."
"The
said.
Johnson
coaches called a good play
selection. I’m not used to
looking up and not seeing
anyone ready to tackle me.
It feels good running in the
open field."
The extra point was
missed and the Spartans
had a 23-3 lead with 14:52
remaining in the game.
But it was far from over.
Paye proved why he was
one of the nation’s highest
quarterbacks
recruited
when he connected with a
diving Harry on a 47-yard
touchdown play with 13:40
to go to make the score 23
10.
The Cafidinal held the
Spartans and took over and
drove all the way down to
the four-yard line. Hoy,
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Corner of Bird Ave. and W. San Carlos St.
Across the street from Orchard Supply Hardware
OPEN 7 DAYS 7:30 AM TO 6:00PM

Bring this ad
and get a
FREE
52 Turtlewax
Polish

ever, the Spartan defense
stiffened and held the Car
dinal on fourth down when
a screen pass to running
back Thomas Henley was
broken up by Maurer and
lineman Tuli Ainuu.
SJSU took over at its
own four-yard line and
killed the better part of the

Kansas City

I len er’s Louie Wright as a Spartan.

WEI.CO/Alf BACIt

Spartans out-finesse Stanford
continued from page 5
nected with Eric Richardson, who had been battling
double and triple coverage
all afternoon, over the middle bra 28-yard gain.

Jewerl Thomas now with

The same can also be said of Kenny Thomas, who was
drafted by the Kansas City Chiefs last April. However, the
All-PCAA defensive back was drafted as a running back.
"It’s a whole different thing, but it’s OK"? the brother
of former Spartan Jewerl said. "I’ve had to learn a whole
new system as far as the concepts of offense. like picking
up a block."
But the PCAA has gained credibility over the years.
Teams like Fresno State, a comeback winner of last season’s California Bowl, Long Beach and the Spartans have
turned the once laughed-at conference into a highly regarded conference.
"If you can’t catch the ball. you won’t make it," Willhite said. "We were fortunate to have both running and
passing at San Jose. I got all the iplaying time I
needed

: 23
remaining on the
clock.
"1 told the players before the game that I didn’t
think we were going to get
any big plays off of their
( the Cardinal’s) defense,"
Elway said. "We were
going to have to sustain
some drives and that’s just
what we did."

Students of SJSU

From Your Friends
at
10th Street Pharmacy
With a Post Office on Premise
With Hours of
M -F

9:00-1:30

Sat 9:00-12:00

DAILY FEVER!

277-3171
ADVERTISE IN IT!

2:00-4:30
SUN.CLOSED

We’re your pay station for PG&E
San Jose Water and Pacific Telephone

Located at the Corner of 10th & E. Santa Clara
Store Hours:
M-F 9:00 AM-9:00 PM
SUN.CLOSED
SAT 9:00 AM -6:00 PM

294-9131

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is about the
same as a semester in a U.S. college: $3,189. Price
includes jet round trip to Seville from New York,
room, board, and tuition complete Government
grants and loans available for eligible students.
Live with a Spanisn family, attend classes four
.hours a day, four de’, .1 week, four months. Earn
16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4 semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two year time span).
Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by oppor-

tunities not available in a U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our students’ language skills
superior to students completing two year programs in U.S. Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER
Feb. 1 - June 1/FALL
SEMESTER Sept. 10 -Dec. 22 each year
FULLY ACCREDITED A Program of Trinity
Christian College.

For full information write to:
2442 E. Collier SE., Dept. F-1, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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Golf teams travel to Japan
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KEVIN YEAGER
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and Nihon was always tough,"
Vroom said. "They finished way
ahead of us in the 1983 Hawaii Tournament. If they played in the NCAA,
they would definitely rank in the top
10."

"I am excited because ICS the
first Japan trip ever," Gale said.
"This will by far he a good learning
experience for our team and also be
a good recruiting force for our program."
The tournament will feature
nine men’s teams, including USC.
UCLA and SJSU, and three women’s
teams. The Lady Spartans will be
the only Americans competing with
two Japanese squads.
SJSU men’s golf coach Jerry
Vroom pointed out that several Japanese colleges will participate in the
tournament, including highly talented Nihon University.
"I spent lots of time over there

By Luther Mitchell
The SJSU men’s and women’s
golf teams will say sayonara today
when they leave for Tokyo to participate in the Japan -USA Friendship
Golf Tournament.
It marks the first time that
SJSU golf teams will participate in
overseas competition.
Both teams will play 27 hole
matches against Japanese teams
October 4 and 5, and the Lady Spartans will play in a pro-am practice
round October 3.
Lady Spartan coach Mark Gale
is excited about the trip and feels it
will benefit the team in numerous
ways.

eify

Other talented Japanese colleges will include Miji , Keio, Doshisho, and Seijo Universities.
Vroom said that the long flight
will have an effect on the Spartans’
performance.
"There is a 16 hour difference in
time," he said. "The long hour
travel schedule might make the
team anxious and restless."
The teams will return pctober 7

Refunds will come quick for Olympic ticket losers
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The Humanities club
will hold a meeting from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. tomorrow in
the Montalvo room of the
Student Union. For more
information call Rob at
226-7902.
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Tau Delta Phi is presenting a Discussion with
councilwoman Pat Sausedo on San Jose’s redevelopment project, Horizon
2000, at 2 p.m. today in the
Student Union upper pad.
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However, Smith added, many people will not gel
refunds until next spring. They are the ones who told the
Olympic committee when they placed their orders that
they wished to be put on a waiting list for tickets that
might become available later.
Shortly after being told that some of the Olympic
committee’s 20 telephone customer service operators
were informing callers that refunds would be delayed
for 60 to 90 days after acknowledgments are made,
Smith issued a correction. He called a meeting of the
operators to see that they begin giving out the correct
in

LOS ANGELES (API - Los Angeles Olympic ticket
manager Ed Smith said Thursday that those who have
ordered tickets to about 75 oversold events at next summer’s Games will get quick refunds if they aren’t chosen
in the computerized random selections being held this
month.
Smith said that at least 95 percent of all refunds that
will be due will actually go out within 12 days after
formal acknowledgments of the status of the ticket orders are prepared.
He said the letters of acknowledgment will come
"sometime in October "

4a51C-oraEor.-..

Associated Students is
holding a student affairs
meeting at 2 p.m. tomorrow at the AS. office. For
further details call Kriita
at 277-3201.

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc. will hold a bake
sale from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today in front of the S.U.

Career Planning and
Placement will give tips on
the value of getting work
experience in a career field
while attending school with
The Community Com- "Work Experience Ups
mittee for international your Chances. The session
students will hold a meet- will be held at 2:30 p.m.
ing from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. today in the Student Union
today in the Administra- Almaden room. For more
tion building room 206. For details call Cheryl Allmen
more information call Phil at 277-2272.
Hanasaki at 277-2009 or 2794575.
The Flying Twenty
club will have a plane on
campus near the music
building all day tomorrow
and will be handing out
club information.

Psi Chi will be holding
its membership drive from
8:30 a.m. to 5::30 p.m. today
at the wooden table at the
corner of Dudley Moorhead Hall and the computer center. For more information
call
Aaryn
Zundell at 267-1077.

The Israel Action Committee will present ’"Middle East at the Crossroads,
The American Stake in

Lebanon" at noon tomo-rrow in the Student Union
amphitheater.
Meet the homecoming
King and queen contestants at the "No Talent
Talent Show"at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Moulder
Hall formal lounge. For
more details call Debbie
Sonner al 277-3201.

The SJSU American
Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics group
will hold an organizational
iL....uss a space
shuttle payload project at
7:00 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. The
meeting will be open to all
students of all majors.

CLASSIFIED
QUIET

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED

BETA ALPHA PSI’S CAREER DAY will
be on Sept 22 at 1 in the Business

AVON SALES REPS Foochowoe ternto
roes offering excellent part time in

Faculty Lounge followed by our
Wine and Cheese Social at 3 One
of he speakers will be Kelly Mc
Ginn.

of

Career

Planning

and

come with flex hrs

Placement

teria Bldg 1 Knowledge or exp.
once of skiing and other Lutdoor
equipment desirable Must be cur-

Enroll now’ Save your teeth and
eyes and also money Information.

rently enrolled at SJSU. 10/16
hrs week Start at 0395 hr. Ap.
plication deadline 9/30/83.

A.S. office or phone 371.6811
GIVE THE GIFT only you. can give to
a beautiful
someone you love
color portrait by John Paulson Pho

CARPET

art of
Ks

CLEANER

Most

tography 448 2388
SJSU SHOTO SAN KARATE CLUB re
grouping If interested in incr..
ing your knowledge & skill in the
with your own SJSU
Club. come by PER 280. 3

to 430 pm on TI or cell 629
0021 for info All levels are wet
come. beg thru advanced We can
all achieve together in refinement
of ourselves

have

members Meeting Oct 6th, 7 30
pm . SH 100 More info at Ski
Club table

NEEDED

own

FT/PT.

vehicle

Herd

work, high pay Cell 378 3382,
CASHIERING

POSITION
Flexible
PT now and FT during se
mester break Also phones. filing.

hours

customer contact Call Kathy at
Russell’s 296 1261
CASH PAID FOR mailing circulars No
quotas
Send stamped, self ad
dressed envelope today Mailers,
577 S

SKI CLUB BARN DANCE Sat Oct 8th
6850 non
56 50 members.

Call Gloria at

EARTH TOYS RENTAL clerks 121
positions Applications available in
student programs office. Old Cafe

DENTAL/VISION FLAN for students

Ninth St. S. Jose. CA

95112
Drivers

wanted Male

gm time

or

Female

$335 per hr plus molea

ge Apply at SillS

10th St. 298

4300

Somebody cares about you at Evan
Our
Fellowship
gal
Christian
is filled with dynamic
young people who believe that
God is alive and doing mocking
church

things in the eerth today Visit us
Sunday at 8 30 sm, 11 00 am or
6.30 pm Rid. evadable 1255
Pedro St . SJ. near 280 end Race
15 mon horn SJSUI 279 2133
STUDENTS tired of studying all week
end, Need to get a workout at
nun cost, Bored by dormitis,
Then come to Perle Center Athletic
Club All students pay ’4 Once
Fro after 7 00 pm, all day Sat
Sun Only $300 Ask about stu
dent rnbrship eeeee oi 355 W San
Fernando, 5 blks we.t of campus
There is no God

Otis there, The Over
comers believe there Is Come at
patience new life in Christ every

KITCHEN HELP WANTED Lunch & din
net. Prefer knowledge of some
Asp.ese foods Apply on parson
at Okayama Restaurant. 565 AN.
6th St . S J
McDONALDS
openings
on school

HAS PART TIME JOB
Perfect for the student

Fleible hrs and days
Interview. St F 3 4 McDonalds.
1033 E Capitol lie 225 7882

Contact Roger or Nick
MC DONALDS has pt tome end lull tome
lob openings perfect for the .0
dent in school Flexible hrs and
days Intetyiews MW F 0 5. ask
for Kevin or Schorr 15475 Los
Gatos Blvd 356 3095

income New space age foods de
veloped by NASA require no mfr.

no. Roorn. Student Union
2133

ter

Sunday Lutheran 10 45 am

Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 Pm
Prayer group Tuesday at 5 00 pm
Please call campus Mom.. 298
0204 for worship counseling pro
grams

end study oPPortunito.
Rev Natalie Shires Fr Bob Hayes
Sr Joan Panel. Rev Norb Fon
babe.

5005
Trournph Spitfire 66 exec cond rah
uolt song both tops & more must
selll 267 7202 David $1900
77 Cpfl II exec coed
AM -FM Stereo

$2600.1 f et
re

good

mileage cell TERRI at 267 3828
71 BARMEN GHIA Rebuilt song new
transmission E cellent condition
MI yellow Asking $2800 Call
14151680 0210
1979 MOB SKY BLUE wrack bonnet
low miles
...no condition
Call Terry at 336 8076

15 year shelf life No pre
servatives added and can be
prepared in 5 minutes
Bakery

products luso add water and cook
Also gorrnet pastas and drinks
Unlimited potential For more onto,
motion on becoming a distributor
or buying at distributor prices call
Brian at 554 2966
STUDENT TO ASSIST in teaching re
medial reading
Aeon.
14 17
hrs per week Mon thru Thu. 6
to 7 PM Most be excellent reader
Will train
54 25 hr
Cell Mr

AUTOMOTIVE
Good Low priced Oct 1973 VEGA Au
tornotic Moving Sale Call 730

Spencer at 257 1809 after 12
TUTOR NEEDED FOR MATH 143C
145 95 00/hr MWF 10 30 1 30
at SJSU 14161731 2343 Paul
TWO

JOBS

Handyman

STITUTEof lets help in the form of
3 and/or 6 hour intensive courses

ties

FLR

close

Conviently

ono $425 00 deposit. lease until

Overcoming

7131183 993 8023 or 292 5452

Adult. Basic Algebre. Geometry.

ROOMMATE WANTED for Oct. 1. M/F
to share 3 bo . 2 be, home w/2
business students
Located in
Santa Clara, 8 ml to SJSU $240

Math

Anxiety

$7 00’ho

’skilled) tor apartments near cam
Also need 2 muscle men to

pus

work on cell at various hours
$4 5051 We run Mos ad all sa
Apply 1040 S 4th or call
Don at 288 6647

HOUSING
ROOMATE NEEDED TO SHARE EXTRA
LG BDRM in 3 hdorn 25eth apt
$12600 a month Pool garage
letindry Call Parole 9913 3390

Charts take longer so cost more
IBM Selectric III Greet Resumes’
Tallest to smallest type styles

for

$75 00/6 hrs 14081 295,6066
Group and -or private tutoring aved

PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST

mo

pins 1,3 utilities. plus 4160
Call anytime
985
deposit

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro

PERSONALS
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted hair
removed foray. Confidential By
appt

only

247 7486

Baywood Ave

335 So

San Jose. CA/

GAY CONTACT CLUB-M/W . Low
rates

SASE

NGCC

P.O.

Box

28781. San Jose, Cot 95159
LIKE TO DANCE, W/M looking for Is
male dancing partner for dancing
pleesure Reply DW 929 Inver
ness Way Sunnyvale. CA 94087
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to
live with a cerebral palsy ass corn
panton Cell Brian after 5 Om 290
2308
Would like to meet other AMATEUR
RADIO OPERATORS at SJSU
Contact Dennis at 277 8483 or
WAGPGP or 1413 78 ot 146 52

SERVICES
BECAUSE OF YOUR FANTASTIC RE
SPONSE. I am repeating my offer
Bare it all’ Stop shaving W14
one tweezing or using chemical
deplitories Let me permanently re
move your unwanted hair (chin bo

Call before Dec

Specoalozong in

research

resumes.

papers

thesis typing. gay

TYPING

Fast.

ports. etc Sunnyvale 736 8910

I

ITachnical typing and resumes are
prices slightly higher) Please call
Jeannie 274 1975

Correctable Anything typed Ire
ports, resumes. thesis, etc I Call
998-5215 Ask for Audrey

eve

and Monroe
in
Spec
charts/graphs Near 280 on Sunny
vale
Reasonable
730 8989

rotes

WORD PROCESSING. TERM PAPERS
theses.
reports.
dissertations
From ST 50 d s page Free disk
storsge Joys 264 1029

Peggy

Enterprise

14081

3

5

1

9

e
24

34

IS

41

13

y4

17

n

43

271

Fil

44

t li e

49

$4

A

59

69

61

53

54

I 7 7 --

or

1 ’A C /In Aka.. PO Box C
18300. Temel, CA 94974

54

65

u. ri 1

69

55

62

1441t rl I. L.
47
66UU

QUALITY MAILORDER TYPING using
correcting elctric Anything typed
Fast service Donation 00C/1:Mpg

32

b A 1 L ri

63

$2 00 double spaced page Phone
923 3901

31

42

52

Ell51
51

10

39

A

Resumes
reports produced on word
processor
All formats including
APA
Close to campus
From

13

27

31

41

12

25

Iuu

47

11

i

19

40

thesis

10

III

26

241

4

17

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST

15, 1983 and gat

6

I

46

Branham Lane Guerenteed quick
return on all papers Phone 264

4

15

33

GIVE YOUR WORK Mat quality look it
deserves Typed as you like it. by
Merriell

2

0503

4500

TYPING LOCATED NEAR TULLY AND
MC LAUGHLIN IBM Salectnc III

guaranteed

Celt Pam 247 2881

2"

GILROY AREA TYPING term papers
and resumes from $1 25 per dou
ble spaced page call. 842 5846

days a week All work guaranteed

SPEECH HESITANT. DOES NOT inhibit
typing Be gutsy, try me 247
4335 after 2 Wanted A book to

satisfaction

14

CALL LINDA FOR EXPERT. exp.ri
enced. profession. typing Term
letters.
papers,
resumes. etc
CI 25/page (doable spacedl Cas
setb
transcription services avail
able
Near Almaden Expwy

editing.

nranefIly 1

FRIENDLY TYPING SERVICE
Satellite.
Adler
wpm,
70
1 25/pg Blossom Hill/Los Gatos
area Trish Foster 356 3704

FAST

depend,

All aboard for TYPING THAT’S TOPS
TRUST TONY 296 2087, Santa
Clara IBM Selecoric evade.* 7

resumes,
accurate.

350.9410

5942

Male. conscientious Experienced
on typing term papers thesis, ICI

reports,
Seismic

TYPING FAST ACCURATE

267 5247

EXCELLENT QUALITY TYPING Corn
plate professionalism at a low. sou
dent rate Prices start at $1 a page

Typing Contest Located near San
Jose Flea Market Looking forward
to working woth you Off, hrs
8 3015)30 M F Aveilable eve &
wends by request Call Jane 251

all

etc

& weekends Located on
Santa Clara near San Thomas Exp

TERM PAPERS. THESIS. repot. word
Willow Glen
Ilse
processing

APA

corre
spondence. end manuscripts win
nor of 1982 San Jose Regional

ACCURATE

experience.

lines-setisf action guaranteed IBM
Correcting Selectric Call Nancy at

all

work guaranteed
format

EXPERIENCED

years

type

theses,

page
nines

TERM PAPERS. THESES. RESUMES
tor ell your typing needs Call Per
lect Impressions. 996 3333 Stu
dent rates Located on Campbell

100w pm last. 61 50 per page.
fast turnaround Will meet all dead

TYPING

8974

AND

Tan

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY

will

The best for less’ From 51 00 per

Cambrian’LG wee near Good Sam
Hospital Call Pet 358 2085

able

TYPING.

SUNNYVALE VALLCO Marcie’s Typ
mg IBM Se,ctric III Prompt, neat
accurate Reasonanle rates 739
0715

CHOOSE T.L.C. TYPING SERVICE Ex
formats
in University
pietism
$1 25 double space Pica page

Conquering CBEST’s or ELME’,
Math Ans.. 940 0013 hrs or

4a

-ii

your 1st appt

at 1 2 price 559
3500. Gwen Chelgren. R E HAIR
TODAY
GONE
TOMORROW,
1645 5

Bascom Ave

Ste

C.

Ad Rates

Print Your Ad Here

Minimum three Ines on one day

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each Mel

Campbell. CA

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS New
company setting all sales records
Selling not necessary oo earn top

oration

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Con

.JS.OS

3rd

tom tummy moustache. etc I 15%
discount to students and faculty

Wednesday night at 7.30, Costs
279

off street parking. Utili
included.
$35000

STUDIO

998 0407
AS

to

MATH ANXIOUS,For anyone suffering
from Math Anxiety, THE MATH IN.

COMFORTABLE

&

DISC

JOCKEY reedy

to

make your
party swing’ And you won’t be
stuck with disco all nits. long Just

call the professionals at Ross Han.
man Enter..., end tell them
what you want Roes is an SJSU
graduate with eight years radios.
pinion. and many references Cal
Ross 240 1795
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogra
pher , If there were a way You
could have a fantastic time at your

Each
One
Two
Day
Days
3 Lines $3 10 $3.80
4 Lines $3.80 $4.50
5 Lines $4.50 ,$5.20
6 Lines $5.20 $5.90
Each Additional Line Add

Three
Days
$ 4 15
44.85
$5.55
$6.25
5.70

Four
Day
54,36
$5.06
$5.76
$6.46

Five
Days
54.50
$ 5.20
$5.90
$6.60

1

Day
$ 80
$ .95
$1.10
$1.25

11111111111.1
111111111111
111111111111
111111111111

1

wedding and still get national
award winning photography. you
would want to know more about
it
wouldn’t you, For the pest

Print Name

seven years John Paulson s Pho
tography has been doong lust that
for many couples

1

Extra

5-9

Semester Rates (All Issues)
Lines $40.00

Perhaps we

can do the same for you’ Please
call John Peulson Photograph,

10 14 Lines $66.00

15 Plus Lines $70.00
Phone 277-3175

Address
City & State

448 2388
MALE STRIPPERS for FANTASY Tele

Enclosed is

grams holeop and bachelor..
parties Call weekends daytime W
F nights Scott 14151964 5820

Cirele a
Announcements

lobs
SJSU senior sv,1,2 ton trucli can
help leperienced dependable and

MOVING.

HAULING

end

odd

Automotive

Travel
Stereo

flexible Bruce 277 8837
SPARTAN PHOTO CLUB PROCESS 5
rolls 8th one is free’ One day C 41
servo. Right Angle Photo 289
8813

4.

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale
Typing

Personals
Se, vices
Lost & Found

Day,

Fur

SENO CHICK, MONEY OMEN
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Classified Desk located

leads 013112011

Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Deadline

.411
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’Electrifying’ Olympics
continued from page 1
a broader perspective.
"I’m responsible to the board of directors. but I think
I’m more responsible to the people of this country because although were not using government money, not a
penny, we have to do it right."
Private money is the backbone of the Games, it accounts for the assorted "official- designations handed out
to sponsoring companies. The Games have an official
clothier Levi Strauss), an official snack food, drink, photographic film, even computer.
Critics of the Los Angeles committee have complained that the Games are spread thinly through 29
Southern California cities, with no single Olympic Village
For athletes or events. But Ueberroth countered with the
threat of traffic jams at a central site.
"If we put ’em all together in one location the traffic
protams would be very difficult," he said. Nor does he
see influxes of Games -goers as a cause for concern, expecting approximately 100.000 more than Los Angeles’
average number of tourists during the summer.

"They said that in 1932." he said, "At that time there
were no freeways and no way people could get around,
that it would be a terrible thing, and yet it came off very
well "
Ueberroth hired Ted Wallace, another SJSU alumnus
and a member of the same fraternity, this summer Ix. cause "he wanted to climb the mountain too
The two met as students in 1956.
Wallace went to Los Angeles for an interview thinking
he would be appointed director of special events. He pot
judo, of which he was not a fan, instead.

Party!
1

"The one thing they told me when I was interviewed
for the Olympic Committee was ’you have to be flexible,’ "but Wallace said he is learning fast.
With some sarcasm. Wallace and Ueberroth explained the beneftis of working for the olympics. "low
pay. long hours and guaranteed termination."
But n iet her would give up the experience.
"It’s the single most electrifying, most exciting thing
I’ve ever done in my life." Wallace said, all smiles.

Closed session bill argued
continued from page 1
cers or committee assignments. Dorais said closed
sessions also could deal
with contracts not subject
to competitive bidding and
the merits of hiring an independent auditing or actuarial firm.
"This is legislation we
had supported to bring us
in conformance with what
other boards can do," Sara
Motto, university news officer in the Office of the
President of the University
of California, said Friday

in defense of the bill.
"If there was no bill,
we would be required to
hold contract discussions
in open session. For example, UC has five hospitals.
We alone have to carry out
our negiot iat ion to reimburse MediCal patients
in public." she said, adding
that this gives the UC hospitals a financial disadvantage other hospitals don’t
have.
"Without the bill, discussions of employees
would be done in open ses-

sion," Molla said.
"It could cause damage to individuals as well
as to firms," she added.
As an example, she
said that the student regent
of the UC system is chosen
out of three nominees from
the Student Body Council,
and that the disCussion of
their qualifications would
have to be done in public.
"It’s a matter of opin
ion. We must be accountable to the public. But personnel discussions are
protected under privacy

Motto said in reDora is’
to
sponse
statement.
Dorais said the newspaper publishers group
wrote Deukmejian last
week asking that he veto
the Moore bill.
Spartan Daily reporter
Karen Woods contributed
to this story.

II a student is unsure he has chosen
the right major or would like help in choosing one, a counselor can make an appointment for him with the testing office, when)
the student can take a preference and ability test to determine talents and the career
he might excel in.
Although problems with relationships
and homesickness are typical ailments the
counseling center deals with, it also holds
sessions on a variety of less common topics. One of these is bulimarexia, where
people eat exessively, then regurgitate
their food.
Three years ago, bulimarexia was relatively unknown, Schaffer said, but when
it hit the media "a flood of people started
coming in, saying, ’I thought I was the
only one.’ "
There are a lot of anorexic people on
campus as well, she said. iAnorexics refuse to eat, sometimes starving themselves to death,)
Procrastination, fear of failing classes
and problems with sexual relationships
are other dilemmas students face, Schaffer said.
"The counselors are prepared to handle any concern a student brings in," she
said

Stanford students protest
Nobel prize winner’s speech
STANFORD, (AP - Angry Stanford
University students on Friday protested a
student orientation speech by physicist
William Shockley, the Nobel Prize winner
known for his theories that blacks are genetically inferior to whites and should be
rewarded for voluntary sterilization.
Shockley, who shared the 1956 Nobel
Prize for co-inventing the transistor, was
one of three Nobel Laureates scheduled to
deliver orientation lectures about their research. Economists Milton Friedman and
Kenneth Arrow also were set to speak to
new students.
Students planned a demonstration and
an alternative discussion on racism to be
held during Shockley’s afternoon speech.
Shockley’s selection drew swift and
loud protests from students and faculty,
prompting university officials to issue
apologies for the choice.
Rhonda Trotter, chairwoman of Stanford University’s Black Student Union.
compared Shockley with Adolf Hitler, saying. "He iShockley) hasn’t killed anyone,
but he has advocated a sterilization plan."
Trotter appeared with representatives of the Stanford Black Community
Caucus and the Stanford African Students
Association to denounce Shockley’s appearance.
"The decision to invite Shockley was
made undiplomatically," Trotter said.
noting that black students, faculty and
staff were not consulted in the decision.

"This lack of sensitivity and disrepect for
the Stanford black community is particularly offensive given the university’s supposed adherence to the promotion of cultural diversity."
Earlier in the week, Stanford deans
quietly had encouraged Shockley to cancel
his speech, but he refused.
"Professor Shockley’s inclusion in the
program has proved a grievous affront to
many faculty and students,- said James
Lyons, dean of students. "I think it was
naive to think his racist views would be
discounted."
Shockley. 73, said he would confine his
speech to transistors, rather than talk
about his adopted field of genetics.
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The 5.8 percent rise in fresh vegetable
prices reversed a 3.6 percent July decline)
and boosted food prices overall a small 0.2
percent.
Food prices, which had fallen in the
two preceding months, are likely to rise at
a steeper clip in the coming months as the
effects of this summer’s drought and devastating heat become more apparent.
Initially, though, the bad weather is
bringing heafty meat price declines as
producers sell off their herds rather than
pay higher feedgrain prices. Beef and veal
prices fell 0,7 percent in August; pork
prices tumbled 0.6 percent,
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"If I were to withdraw, it might lead
to the conclusion that I was losing my
nerve with advancing age. If I were to
withdraw, it might imply a lack of confidence in the positions I have espoused,"
Shockley said.
Stanford President Donald Kennedy
changed his Thursday evening welcoming
remarks for new students at the last minute, apologizing to those offended by
Shockley’s appearance.
"It is important for universities to
cope with these challenges peacefully and
successfully, because we can set an example for those parts of society in which freedom is sometimes not practiced so carefully," he said.

Consumer prices up moderately
Higher prices
WASHINGTON I API
for gasoline and fresh vegetables pushed
consumer prices up a moderate 0.4 percent in August. matching the gain of the
previous month, the government said Friday.
So far this year, prices have risen at
an annual rate of just 3.4 percent. Over the
last 12 months, the gain was 2.6 percent.
As for last month, the Labor Department said, gasoline prices rose a sharp 1.1
percent after a more modest 0.4 percent
increase in July. Those prices, however.
were still 8.4 percent below their peak of
March 1981.

hungry hordes of Kappa Sigma tailgaters seek to scarf before Saturday’s Stanford game.
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Counseling office helps
students with troubles,
or simply lends an ear
By Jennifer Koss
Students who are unlucky in love, failing classes or simply homesick can find a
word of advice at the SJSU Counseling
Services. Fourteen counselors are available to lend an ear and help students seek
solutions to their problems.
Director Diane Schaffer said a lot
more students could probably use the center’s help than currently do. They either
aren’t aware of the center or they feel they
have to be in a crisis before they ask for
help, she said.
A student visiting the center for the
first time will have his problem evaluated
by a counselor, who will match the student
with the counselor most experienced with
his type of problem.
"College can be overwhelming for
first-time students," Schaffer said.
For many freshmen, it is their first try
at being independent and they have to
cope with money problems, combined
with "the early adulthood problems of discovery," she said.
Counselors will respond to any question but those concerning a student’s
major, Schaffer said. Those questions are
referred to the students’ department advisor

Karen Kelso
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